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We at Trinity Academy of engineering believe our students are responsible for future generation of 

innovation & leadership and hence provide them best infrastructure with best academics and best 

circular activities together at one place of 110 acres of KJEI campus.Students at our campus enjoy highly 

refined education with a merge of extra curricular activities. You can find a lush green environment 

away from pune crowded areas where students can achieve their dreams with greater innovation. 

Vision of the Institute is to be a premier knowledge center by molding and empowering students in the 

pursuit of knowledge, values and social responsibility and make them ready for socio-economic 

development, help them achieve excellence in various fields, thereby also preparing them to face global 

challenges. The Institution has never faltered in Inspiring the students in the pursuit of knowledge, 

values, and social responsibility. The distinctive approach of the institute has been established towards 

this comprehensive Vision by modeling it in the form of service to the society, by means of certificate 

courses or by allowing the students to organize events to develop their skills, multidisciplinary project 

development, Entrepreneurship development, Ethical and Human value development.  

 

(a) Skill Development: The Institute arranges skill enhancement programs and helps students to develop 

their skills through the programs like – Employability skill development, Entrepreneurial development, 

Soft skill development etc.,  

 

(b) Projects: Students at our institute take up Internships in industries and pursue their projects which 

gives them hands-on training in their field of interest.  

 

(c) Enjoyable Learning Activity :  Every faculty of institute implements an enjoyable learning activity 

like quiz competition, for his/her subject, so that the learning becomes more easy and interesting for the 

students. 

 

(d) Entrepreneurial Development: ED Cell of the institute constantly works on increasing the 

excitement of young brains to innovate new ideas and thus lead the way for entrepreneurship. Budding 

entrepreneurs are encouraged for start ups and thus to make them self-sufficient and financially 

independent.  

 

(e) Seminar Based Conference : Institute organizes a conference, which helps our students to 

showcase their new ideas through the seminar based conference. The program helps to boost the 

presentation and leadership capabilities of the students. 


